
Sunday morning in Cape Town and it’s not raining but the birds are singing and maybe they know more 

than I do. 

 

I’ve finally...and it’s taken longer than I ever expected got my new product ready to launch and it’ll go out 

this week.  When you’re in the business of filling your diary with cookie cutter training work you never 

really have to do any major R&D on new stuff and this is very new for me and it’s taken longer than I 

expected and believe it or not it’s turning me into something of a perfectionist...which is about as unlike 

me as you could ever believe. 

Anyway I’ll tell you all about it mid week with a supplementary update. 

 

Two more weeks in Cape Town before I fly back to London for a week followed by a week in San Diego 

for the SDI conference and a bit of R&R in Vegas.  I’ve not been to Las Vegas for a couple of years and 

I’m looking to get back to a poker table and some of the restaurants at Caesar’s.  

 

8 hours of solid sport on TV yesterday and more again today.  Square eyes in this house. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual... 
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Value creating reading for business professionals 

September 20th 2009 

This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

I upgraded the trial edition of Amadeus Pro.  It’s sound recording software for my Mac and it’s a nice 

product and at $40 it didn’t break the bank. 

Bought and read...and enjoyed…the Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell.  It’s a good book and if you really 

want to see how to achieve success defined then this is both instructive and enjoyable.  I’m being a bit 

sparing with the books these days.  I’ve bought so many that when I go into a bookshop I’ve either read 

it, already disregarded it or I know more than the author.  You’d be surprised how many know nothings 

get to write a book...and they may indeed include me...as I write this in a spirit of humility. 

Also this week listened to some work by Tommy Angelo.  He’s a coach who’s gone beyond technical 

ability and moved into a holistic zen approach.  Interesting stuff for all the life and executive coaches that 

I know. 

(09-16) 12:18 PDT MADRID, Spain (AP) -- 

A court in Barcelona says insulting your boss with one particularly foul obscenity is not grounds for dismissal, insisting 

the slight is common in arguments in Spain and not that big a deal. 

The zinger in question translates as "son of a b----," and was used by a worker against his boss during a January 2008 

money dispute in the northeastern city of Gerona. The worker, who also called his boss "crazy," was promptly fired.The 

man lost a first court challenge, but won on appeal with the Superior Court of Justice of Catalonia in February. 

The ruling — first reported this week by Spanish human resources Web site Carta de Personal — said the worker 

should either be reinstated in his job or receive euro6,483 ($9,472) in compensation. It is not known which option the 

employer picked."Without a doubt, both expressions are insulting," Judge Sara Maria Pose Vidal said in the ruling, a 

copy of which was obtained by the AP. But she noted that when the man called his boss crazy, he had been on his way 

out of the office and the boss did not hear it. 

She also wrote that the "son of a b----" remark should be viewed in linguistic context. 

"The social degradation of language has caused the expressions used by the plaintiff to become commonly used in 

certain settings, especially in arguments," Pose Vidal wrote, calling his dismissal a disproportionate punishment. 
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In praise of teams 
 
I’m working with a group of people on a project and I’m beginning to realise how valuable it can 
be to be with people who cover areas that you don’t possess. 
 
There’s my colleague, Richard, who has a numerical ability and a desire to “get it right” that I can’t 
even dream about.  Thanks, Richard, for checking the numbers and spotting the logic flaws. 
 
There’s my colleague, Jacqui, who’s got loads of ideas and different ways of doing things.  
Thanks, Jacqui, for your options and ideas. 
 
There’s, my wife, Sue, who can check and check and has a thoroughness that amazes me.  
Thanks, Sue, for finding mistakes in the work....and for so much more. 
 
I know what it is that I do well and my 72 Red score gives me drive and energy but much as I try 
to borrow Green, Hub and Blue traits it’s just so much easier to go to the people who really know 
what they’re doing.   
 
Stick with the pros...that’s my advice. 
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     444  (I was going to change this number...but Chinese readers may like to move quickly away!) 

 

Mr. Satellite 
 
My satellite dish went wonky this week and I called up the company that installed it and they were 
round within 24 hours and fixed it in 15 minutes. 
 
The guys who came then saw my set up and quite without my asking they told me that they 
thought I was paying far too much for my subscription and they told me what to do.  Evidently I’m 
entitled to a free upgrade of the receiver box. 
 
This advice is likely to save me a lot of money and will give them no revenue....but just imagine 
the goodwill it’s created.  I’ll never use another company and I’m telling you about them as well. 
 
If you can create a bond with your client so that they trust your expertise and if you can help them 
save money...especially if there’s no obvious personal benefit to yourself, then you’ll create a 
loyalty that will endure. 
 
How different this is from the monopoly parastatals that we have in South Africa who abuse their 
customers.  Ironically, much as Telkom is a real shower as a company, the guy who actually fixes 
my phone and ADSL lines...and I’ve got to know him really well, as you can imagine, is gold dust.   
 
He should go and work for Mr. Satellite. 
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If you don’t ask... 
 

What I pay for my internet connection here in Cape Town would likely pay off the national debt of 
many small countries. 
 
So...I’ve done a bit of homework and I’ve found that some companies are offering a deal which is 
less than I’m currently paying. 
 
So...I phone up my internet provider and tell them what a good company they are and how much I 
value them and their service and how sad I would be if I had to go to another company who was 
offering a deal better than theirs. 
 
24 hours later they offered me a deal which will save me over R500 a month...every month. 
 
Two things.... 
 
Never once did I threaten them.  I was friendliness personified.  I’ve always believed that 
disappointment and reluctance are the key words here.  Threat is hostile, unpleasant and largely 
counterproductive. 
 
If you don’t ask...then...c’mon...all together now.... 
 
YOU DON’T GET. 
 
 


